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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Mathematical models have become important ools in analyzing the spread and control of in- 
fectious diseases. Hethcote [1] enumerated many epidemic models and indicated that only the 
analyses of models which broke new ground or illustrated the importance of some new aspect 
are of significant interest. In standard epidemiological models (e.g., [2,3]), the incidence rate 
(the rate of new infectious) is bilinear in the infective fraction I and the susceptible fraction S. 
Depending on parameter values, such models usually have an asymptotically stable trivial equi- 
librium corresponding to the disease-free state, or an asymptotically stable nontrivial equilibrium 
corresponding to the epidemic (i.e., persistent) state. When the restriction to bilinear incidence 
rate is dropped, the system can have a much wider range of dynamical behaviours [4,5]. 
Liu et al. [4,5] analyzed the epidemiological models with nonlinear incidence rate of the form 
f (S,  I, N) = kiPS q, where S is the number of susceptibles, I is the number of infectives, N is 
the number of the total population, k is the transmission rate. In [5], the total population N was 
assumed constant, therefore, the SIRS epidemiological model was turned into a two-dimensional 
differential system. 
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In this paper, we assume that the susceptables satisfy the Logistic Equation and the incidence 
rate is of the form k lS  q, where k, q are positive parameters, and the total population N is not 
constant. Thus, the SIR epidemiological model can be written as 
= -k lS  q + S(al - S), 
] = k ISq  - (/2 + 7)1 ,  (1) 
/~/= 7 I  -/21R, 
where S, I, k denote the meanings as above, R is the removed or recovered number of the 
infectives, al is the carrying capacity of the environment of the area,/2 (/21) is the death rate of 
infectives (the removed or recovered), 7 is the removable rate of infectives, H(S, I) = kSq(q > O) 
is the incidence rate per infective individual. 
System (1) has trivial equilibria /~0(0, 0, 0), /~1(al, 0, 0) and nontrivial equilibrium E2(S, 
_T,/~), where ,5 = ((# + 7)/k)l/q, ~ = ~l-q(a I _ S)/k) = S(al -S ) / (#  + 7), /~ = 7I//21. 
Let a0 = al/((/2 + 7)/k) 1/q = al/S. Usually, a0 is called the threshold of system (1) (or (2)). 
We shall study the dynamical properties of system (1) completely, and show that the dynamical 
behaviours are much wider than those of bilinear incidence rate models. 
THEOREM. 
(i) System (1) has a unique periodic solution which is asymptotically orbitally stable if and 
only if 
(1 - q)al 
O<q<l ,  O<S< 
(2 - q) " 
Moreover, the unique periodic solution is hyperbolic. 
(ii) The nontrivial equilibrium E2 = (S, i ,R)  is globally asymptotically stable if and only if 
(1 - q)al < ~ < al or q > 1, 0 < S < al. O<q<l ,  ( i - - -~ - 
REMARK 1. If the threshold a0 > 1 of system (1), then the infectious disease can have not only 
the global asymptotical stability, but also the periodic oscillation. 
COROLLARY. It" (70 _< 1, then the nonnegative equilibrium El(a1,0,0) o[ system (1) is globally 
asymptotically stable to the first octant. 
REMARK 2. The corollary illustrates that the infectious disease will vanish eventually as the 
threshold ao _< 1. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The two equations of (1) are independent of the third equation; therefore, we should study the 
following differential equations: 
= -k IS  q + S(al - S), 
(2) 
] = k ISq  - (/2 + I .  
The nonnegative equilibrium of (2) are E0(0, 0), El(al, 0), E2(S, I), where S = ((/2 + 7)/k) 1/q, 
-T -- S(al - S)/(/2 + 7) are the same as Section 1. 
The characteristic equation of the Jacobi matrix of the equilibrium Eo(0, 0) is 
A2 + (/2 + 7 - al)A - a1(/2 + ~) = 0. 
Its eigenvalues are A1 = al, A2 -- -(/2 + 30, hence, the equilibrium Eo is a saddle. 
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The characteristic equation of the Jacobi matrix of the equilibrium El(a1, 0) is 
A2 + ( -kaq + # + 7 + e l )A -  al (ka~ - p -  7) = O. 
Its eigenvalues are A1 = -a l ,  A2 = ka q - (# + 7). 
1. If ao > 1, then A2 > 0, the equilibrium E1 is a saddle. 
2. If ao < 1, then A2 < 0, the equilibrium E1 is a stable node. 
3. I f  ao = 1, then As = 0, the equilibrium E1 = E~ is a saddle-node. 
We shall prove that E1 = E2 is a saddle-node as ao = 1. 
We make a transformation 
$1 = al - S, I1 = I,  
system (2) can be turned into 
,~1 = -k I1  (al - $1)  q + (a l  - $1) $1, 
ix = kXl [ (e l  - S, )  q - (3 )  
Expanding (al - s1)q: 
(a l -Sx)q=aq[ l -q -~ l+q(q-1)~+" ' ] ,  lJ
in the neighbourhood of El ,  system (3) is equivalent to 
$1 = -kaqI1 +alS1 + kqaq-lSl I1 - S 2 +. . .  , 
.tl = -kqaq- l  s l I1 +. . . .  (4) 
Let x = alS1 - kaqlI1, y = 11, system (4) can be transformed to 
= a lx -  a-~Xx 2+ (kqa q-1 + 2ka q-1 + k2qa~ q-2) xy 
- [k2qa2q-l. 1 + k2a21 q-1 + kaqa~3q-2) y 2 +. . .  , (5) 
f /= -kqaq-2x  2 _ k2qa2q-2y 2 +. . . .  
Let the right-hand side of the first equation of (5) be equal to zero, we have 
X ,~ (k2qa21 q-1 + k2a 2q-1 Jr" kaqa213q-2) y2. 
Substituting it in the right-hand side of the second equation of (5), we have 
,~ -k2  qa21q- 2y 2 . 
According to [6,7], the equilibrium E1 is a saddle-node. 
The characteristic equation of the Jacobi matrix of the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is 
.X 2 -- ( -kq lS  q -1  "4- a 1 - 2S) )t -t- kq(# -4- 7)J~S q-x = 0. 
If 
al - 2~ - kq lS  q-1 = (1 - q)al - (2 - q)S > 0, 
the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is unstable. The above inequality holds if and only if 0 < q < 1, 
0 < S < (1 - q)a l / (2 -  q). 
Thus, we have the following results. 
1. If a0 < 1, then the nontrivial equilibrium E2 does not exist, therefore, the infectious 
disease will vanish eventually. 
2. If a0 = 1, then E2 coincides with El ,  hence, E1 is a saddle-node. 
3. If a0 > 1, q > 1 or 0 < q < 1, (1 -q )a l / (2 -q )  < ~) < al,  then E2 is locally asymptotically 
stable. 
4. I f  0 < q < 1, 0 < S < (1 - q)al/(2 - q), then E2 is unstable. 
5. I f  0 < q < 1, :~ = (1 - q)al/(2 - q), then E2 is a fine focus or a center; we shall judge it 
in Lemma 3. 
In order to prove the theorem, we need only prove the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. (See [8,9].) Let  f(x), g(x) be continuously differentiable functions on the open interval 
(r l ,  r2), and ¢(y)  be continuously differentiable function on R in 
dx ~ 
d--/= ¢(y)  - f (u )  du, 
o (6) 
-g(x), 
such that 
de(y) 1. ---£~ > 0, 
2. having a unique x0 E (rl ,  r2), such that (x - xo)g(x - Xo) > O, for x ~ Xo, and g(xo) = O, 
3. < 0 for x # x0. 
Then, system (6) has at most  one l imit cycle, and i f  it exists it is hyperbolic. 
LEMMA 2. I f0  < q < 1, 0 < S < (1 - q)a l / (2  - q), then system (2) has a unique l imit cycle 
which is hyperbolic. 
PROOF. In order to apply to Lemma 1, we make a transformat ion 
S = x, I = e y, dt = -x -qdT .  (7) 
System (2) can be turned into 
dx 
d--~ = key - x l -q (a l  - x) - ¢(y)  - F(x ) ,  
dy (8) 
dT" -k  -{- (~ -{.- 0")x -q  _ -g (x ) ,  
where ¢(y)  -- ke y, F (x )  = x l -q (a l  - x ) ,  g (x)  ---- - (~  + 0")x -q  T k. Set r l  -- 0, r2 = a l .  We shall 
check the three conditions of Lemma 1: 
1. de(y) = key > O, 
dy 
2. dg(x) = q(# + 0")x--q-1 • O, g(S)  : O, therefore, (x - S )g(x  - S) > O, as x ~ S, dx 
3. f (x )= dF(X)dx = x-q( (  1 -- q)al -- (2 -- q)x), f (S )  = S-q((1 - q)al - (2 - q)S) > 0, 
f (x )  (1 - q)al - (2 - q)x d ( f (x ) '~  h(x) 
= - + 0") ' = (k q - ( l ,  + 0" ) )2 ,  
where h(x) = (# + 0')(2 - q) + k(2 - q)(q - 1)x q + kqai(q - 1)x q- l ,  
h'(x)  = k(2 - q)(q - 1)qx q- I  q- kqal(q - 1)2x q-2 
= kq(q - 1)x2"q((2 - q)x - (1 - q)al). 
When x0 = (1 -q )a l / (2 -q )  > S, h'(xo) = O, h'(x) > 0 for 0 < x < Xo, h~(x) < 0 for 
xo < x < al. h(xo) = (2 - q)((# + 0') - k((1 - q)al / (2  - q))q) < (2 - q)((# + 0') - kSq) = O. We 
have h(x)  <_ h(xo) < O, f (S )d -~( f (x ) /g (x ) )  < 0 for 0 < x < al ,  and x ~ S. 
Thus, system (2) satisfys the three conditions of Lemma 1. Now, we shall prove the existence 
of the l imit cycle of system (2). 
Let L denote the straight line AS + I - Aa l  = 0 passing through the equil ibrium E l .  Its 
derivative along any solution of system (2) takes the form 
dL = -Aa l  (# + 0") + (a l  q- A (# + 0")) S - S 2 + kA  (A - 1) S q (S - al) 
(2) 
= - (S - al)  (S - A (# + 0")) + kA  (A - 1) S q (S - a l ) .  
Let A = max{ l ,  a l / (#+7)} ,  then aL -3T[(2) < 0. Because the equil ibrium E0 is a saddle and the two 
axes are invariant lines, there exists a nonempty  compact  region which contains no equil ibrium. 
According to the Poincar6-Bendexson Theorem [10], the w limit set of system (2) is a closed 
orbit. Thus, system (2) has a unique limit cycle which is hyperbolic. 
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LEMMA 3. IfO < q < 1, S = (1 - q)al/(2 - q), then the nontrivial equilibrium E2 of system (2) 
is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. In this case, the equilibrium E2 is a center or a fine focus. Making a transformation 
Sl = S -  S, I1 = I -  I, 
system (2) can be turned into (still written as S, I) 
= -k (I + I) (S + S)q + (s + s) (al-S-S), 
Expanding (S + s)q: " 
/ 
in the neighbourhood of E2, system (9) can be turned into 
I 
[ (# + 7) Iq (q - I) (q 
- L  " -=)] 
-z ST  (# +7)  iq(q 1 S 2+ (#+J )  q SI 
S 
[(# +'~)q(q-  1) + [(# +7/)]q(q_ i) (q - 2) (6S3)] $3+ [ -~)  
(# + ~/) q (q - I)] 
(2-~) S2 I+ ' " '  
Simplifying (10), system (I0) can be changed to 
/ o \  (~ + 7)q(2 q) 
= - (# + 7)1 -  ~1-  2) $2 - (1 --- q-~l SI  
q(2-q)2  S 3 + (#+7)q(  2_  q )2s2 i+. . .  , 
6(1 - q)al 2(1 - q)a~ 
]= qal S-  (q )S  2 + (g + 7)q(2 -  q) SI  
2 - q (1 - q)al 
+ q(2 - q)2 S 3 _ _  (# _}_ 7)q(  2 _ q)2 $21 -{- " " " . 
6(1 - q)al 2(1 - q)a 2 
Let 
/ (~ + 7)(2 - q) S, X 
V (qal) 
y=I ,  
$2I + . . . .  
(9) 
(lO) 
(11) 
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system (11) can be turned into 
: / :____ i (#+'7)q al {- q i (#  + '7)(2 -- q)x 2 (# + "7)(2 -- q) xy 
2 -- q y-- (,1 -- -~) qal -- (1 -- q)al 
(# + 3')(2 -- q)3x3_ . / (#  + '7)(2 -- q) (# + 3')q(2 - q)2x2_ 
- -  6(1 -- q)a 2 + V qal 2(1-- q)a~l Y + ' " '  
(u + 3")qas x (U + 3')(2 - q) ~ 4/("  + 3')(2 - q) (U + '7)q(2  - q) 
2 - q - 2al x + V ~1 (1 - q)al 
xy 
! 
~/(# + "7)')(2 - q) (# + "7),)(2 :- q)3 3 (# + ,7)2(2 _ q)3 
qaa 6(1 -q )a  2 x - 2(1-q)a31 x2y+'""  + 
! 
According to the Hopf bifurcation formula of [11] in two-dimensional system: 
= -~u +/ (x ,  v), 
~] = wx + g(z, y), 
the singular point (0,0) is a stable fine focus of order one for a < 0, where 
a = (fxzx + fxyy + gxxy + guyy) + [f~y (fzx + fuu) - gxu (gxx + guy) - fxxgxx + fyyguu] 
16 (16w) 
As a matter of fact, 
fxy  ---- 
(#+3' ) (2 -q )  3 (#+3' )2 (2 -q)3  
(1 -q )a~ , fxuy=O,  gxxu= (1 -q )a~ , gyyu=0,  
(U + 3")(2 - q) 
V ~ -  q)' fuu=o,  w=~(#+3")qalz_q (1 -q )a l  , fxx - - (2 -q ) ' / (#+3' ) (2  
/ 
. / (#  + '7)(2 - q) (# + "7)q(2 - q) (#+ '7)(2 - q) 
gxu=V -~1 (1 -q )a l  , gxx = al , guu = O, 
(~ + 3')(2 - q)3 
a = 16qa 2 < O, 
the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is a stable fine focus of order one. 
We shall prove the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is globally asymptotically stable. 
If the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is not globally asymptotically stable for 0 < q < 1, S = 
(1 -q )a l / (2 -q ) ,  then system (2) has at least one limit cycle. When 0 < (1 -q )a l / (2 -q ) -S  << 1, 
system (2) can bifurcate another small-amplitude limit cycle by the Hopf bifurcation theorem [11]. 
^ 
Thus, system (2) has at least two limit cycles as 0 < q < 1, 0 < (1 - q)al / (2 - q) - S << 1. This 
is a contradiction with Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. If  q _> 1,0 < S < al, then the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is  globally asymptotically 
stable. 
PROOF. When q _> 1, the equilibrium E2 is locally asymptotically stable. If we make a transfor- 
mation 
then system (2) can be turned into 
dx 
dt 
x = S, y - In I, 
- -  -- - keYx  q q- x(al - x) -- X(.x, y), 
=-= = k~ - (u + '7) _-- Y (~,  u). 
dt 
(12) 
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Let B(x, y) = x -1 ,  then X(x, y), Y(x, y), B(x, y) are continuously differentiable functions on the 
region D = {(x, y) : x > O, y • R}, and 
a(BX) a(BY) 
- -  " J l -  - -  
Ox Oy 
-- k (q -  1)eYx q-2 - 1 < O. 
According to the Bendixson-Dulac Theorem [6,10], there is no closed orbit in the region D. 
Therefore, the equilibrium E2 is globally asymptotically stable. 
LEMMA 5. ~/c0 < q < 1 and (1 - q)al/(2 - q) < S < al, then the nontrivial equilibrium E2 of 
system (2) is globally asymptotically stable. 
In order to prove Lemma 5, at first, we prove Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  there exists a constant c (c • R), such that f(x) - cg(x) has no real zeros in 
the interval (r l ,r2),  then system (6) has no closed orbit in the region DI = (rx,r2) × R. 
PROOF. Let B(x, y) = e -cy, then 
a(BX) a(BY) 
- [ -  - -  
Ox Oy - e° ' ( f (x )  - cg(x ) ) ,  
and the sign of the right-hand side is negative or positive. Thus, system (6) has no closed orbit 
in the region D1 by the Bendixson-Dulac Theorem [6,10]. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. 
f(x) - cg(x) = x -q [(1 - q) al - (2 - q) x] - c [ -k  + (# + 7) x-q] 
=x  -q [ (1 -q )  a l - ckS  q + ckx q - (2 - q) x] . 
Let H(x) = (1 -q)a l -ckS  q+ckxq- (2 -q )x ,  thenH' (x )  =ckqx q - l - (2 -q ) .  Whenx l  = 
(ckq/(2 - q))l/(1-q) > 0, H'(Xl) = 0. If 0 < x < xl, then H'(x) > 0 and H(x) is monotonically 
increasing. If xl < x < hi, then H'(x) < 0 and H(x) is monotonically decreasing. Thus H(xl) 
is the maximum on the closed interval [0, al], and H(x l )  = (1 - q)al - ckS q + ckxql - (2 - q)xl. 
Let c = (2 - q)((# + 7)/k)(1-q)/q/(kq), then Xl = :~, H(S)  < 0. Thus, H(x) has no real zeros 
on the interval (0, hi). The proof of Lemma 5 is completed. 
LEMMA 6. System (1) has a unique periodic solution if and only if system (2) has a unique limit 
cycle. 
PROOF. At first, we prove the sufficient condition. 
Let the w-periodic solution (S(t), I(t)) be the unique limit cycle of system (2). We shall prove 
the third equation of system (1) has a unique w-periodic solution/~(t). 
All solutions of the third equation of system (1) are denoted as 
R(t) = e-mt [R(to)eUlt° + T ft l  I(u)eU~ du ] , (13) 
where R(to) is the initial value of R(t). 
All solutions on the cylinder F x R + = F x [0, co) can be written as 
n(t) = e-mt [R(to)eUlt° + T ft l  i(u)em~' du] , (14) 
where F = {(S( t ) , i ( t ) ) :  t • [0,w]}, R + = [0, ec). 
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If 
i .e., 
then 
In (14), 
[ .or~+t u] R(w+t)  = e - t t l (w+t)  R(to)e "~t° +~J~o ](u)et'~d 
fw+to ~ fw+t  
= e-m(w+t) [R(to)emto -t-'~ Jt ° I(u)c"'U du + ~/ J~+to i(U)e"~U du ] 
r 
= -b ~/Jto 
f~+t0 ) e -~ R(to)e "it° + ~/ ](u)e mudu = R(to)e mr°, 
,]to 
f~+to i(u)e,l~ du 
J to 
R*(to) = [(et,,w - 1)e,lto] 
is a unique periodic solution of the third equation of system (1). Thus, (S(t), I(t),/~(t)) is a 
unique periodic solution of system (1). 
We shall prove the necessary condition. 
If system (1) has a unique periodic solution, then system (2) must have at least one peri- 
odic solution. Suppose that system (2) has two periodic solutions (S(t), I(t)) and (¢1(t), ¢2(t)), 
similarly, we can prove that (S(t),i(t),Tt(t)) and (¢l(t),¢2(t),¢3(t)) are periodic solutions of 
system (1), where 
[ 1 ¢3(t) = e -u~t R*(to)e u~t° + 7 ¢2(u)e I~lu du , 
J to J 
R*(to) = ~ L~°÷~° ¢2(u)e"~ du 
[(e~l~ - 1) e~ 1to] 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, system (2) has a unique limit cycle. 
LEMMA 7. The unique periodic solution ( S( t ), I ( t ), R( t ) ) (or the nontrivial equilibrium E2) of 
system (1) is globally asymptotically stable if and only if the unique limit cycle (S(t), i(t)) (or 
the nontrivial equilibrium E2) of system (2) is globally asymptotically stable. 
PROOF. The necessary condition is obvious, we only prove the sufficient condition. 
Let the unique limit cycle F of system (2) be globally asymptotically orbitally stable. For any 
solution S(t), I(t) of system (2), by the Theorem [12, p, 82; 13, p. 323], we have 
tlim S(t) - S(t + e) =0, t~  I(t) - I(t + e) =0, 
where c is some constant depending on S(t), I(t). 
We shall complete the proof of Lemma 7 by two steps. 
STEP 1. To prove the periodic solution attracts all solutions on the cylinder F x R +, that is, 
to prove limt-~oo JR(t) - }~(t)[ = 0, where R(t) C F x R + (/~(t)) denotes all solutions (a unique 
periodic solution) of the third equation of system (1) on the cylinder. 
All solutions R(t) on the cylinder F x R + can be written as the form of (14). Since 
IR ( t )  - R (O I  = e - "~ lR( to )e  '~t°  - R* ( to )e  '~°  h 
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we have 
tl im R( t )  - R( t )  = O. 
STEP 2. To  prove limt--.~ IR(t) - h ( t  + c)l = 0 as limt__.~ I I(t) - i(t + c)l = 0. 
Since limt--.~ II(t) - i ( t  + c)l = 0, V~ > 0, there exists a 7"1 > 0 such that if t > T1, then 
i ( t  + c) - E < I ( t )  < i ( t  + c) + ~. 
We construct he following equations: 
R- ( t )  = "y ( I(t  + c) - ~) - # lR- ( t )  (15) 
and 
R+(t )  = V ( I ( t  + c) + ~) - # lR+(t ) .  (16) 
According to Lemma 6 and Step 1, equation (15) has a unique periodic solution R-(t) ,  and 
limt--.~ IR- (t) - R -  (t)l = 0, where R -  (t) on the cylinder: 
Similarly, equation (16) has a unique periodic solution/~+(t), and limt-.o¢ IR+(t)  - R+(t) I  = O, 
where R+(t )  on the cylinder: 
By the third equation of system (1) and the comparison theorem of ordinary differential equa- 
tion, we have 
R- ( t )  < R( t )  < R+(t ) ,  (17) 
for t > T1. 
In the following, we shall prove 
lim R-  (t) - R(t + c) l = 0, 
t--*oO 
lira R+(t) - /~( t  + c) = 0. 
t --*(X~ 
Since/~(t + c) = vI(t  + c) - # lR( t  + c), we have 
and 
[d(t + c) = e -~t  R*(to + c)e ~'t° + 3' r.(u + c)e ~lu du , 
[~-(t)  - [~(t + c) = e - " ( t - t ° )  [R*-(t0) - n*(to + c)] 7e, 
IZl 
Tt+(t) - Tt(t + c) = e -t ' ( t - t°)  [R*+(to) - R*(to + c)] + ~'--~5. 
#1 
Thus, equalities (18) hold. 
By (17), we have 
R- ( t )  - Tt(t + c) < R(t )  - R ( t  + c) < R+(t )  - Tl(t + c). 
(is) 
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Since 
IR - ( t ) - [~( t+c)  < R- ( t ) -k - ( t )  + k - ( t ) -~( t+c) ,  
R+(t) - 2( t  + c) < R+(t) - 2+(t )  + ,~+(t) - ~( t  + c) , 
we have limt--.~ IR - ( t ) - /~( t  +c)l = 0, and limt--.c¢ IR+(t ) - /~(t  ÷c)J = 0. Thus, limt-_,~ JR(t) - 
~(t  + c) l = 0 
Similarly, we can prove that if the positive equilibrium E2 of system (2) is globally asymptot- 
ically stable, then the nontrivial equilibrium E2 is globally asymptotically stable. The proof of 
Lemma 7 is completed. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. By Lemma 1 to Lemma 5, system (2) has a unique limit cycle which 
is asymptotically orbitally stable if and only if 
(1  - q)al 
0<q<l ,  0<S< 
(2 - q) " 
The nontrivial equilibrium E2 is globally asymptotically stable if and only if 
0<q<l ,  (1 -q )a l  <~<al ,  or q>l ,  0<S<al .  
(2 - q) 
According to Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we complete the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THE COROLLARY. Let L1 denote the straight line S + I - A = 0. Its derivative along 
any solution of system (2) takes the form: 
dL...1 = S(a l  - S)  - (# + ~/) I 
dt 1(2) 
= - [s  ~ - (hi +~ +~)s+ (~ + ~)A] .  
If (al + # + ~/)2 - 4(#-k'y)A < 0, i.e., A > (al + #-k ~/)2/[4(# + 7)], then -4~t 1(2 ) < 0. Set 
A0 = (hi q-/~ q- .)/)2 -t- 1. 
[4 (~ + ~)] 
Then the region D = {(S, I) : S+I -Ao  _< 0, 0 < S < A0} is compact invariant set of system (2). 
The w-limit set in the compact region D is one of the following three types [6,7,11]: 
(i) singularities, 
(ii) closed orbits, 
(iii) graphic formed by singularities and trajectories connecting them. 
Types (ii) and (iii) are impossible, since E1 E D is a stable node for a0 < 1 or a saddle-node 
for (r0 = 1. Thus, E1 is globally asymptotically stable for all solutions of system (2) in the first 
quadrant. Making use of the Lemma 7, we complete the proof of the corollary. 
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